A function A((O, B)((»
2 ). Functionals coinciding for almost all co will be considered as indistinguishable.
We say that a function S on T X ^ is well-measurable relative to ~^ ^ (to ^x) if it is measurable with respect to the <y-algebra generated by functions /*((, co) with the following properties : for any (, /*((, .) is measurable relative to W^t (respectively, to ^^ and, for almost all co, /*(., o>) is right (left) continuous in ( (cf. [II], Chapter 8 and [3] , Chapter 4).
A functional A will be called normal if the function
A{(} = A(co, {(})
satisfies the following conditions :
1.1.Y. For any t, A{(} is measurable with respect tô .
A{(} is well-measurable relative to ^^ and relative to ^x.
A functional A is continuous if, for almost all co, A{(} == 0 for all ( e T. All continuous functionajs are normal. Condition 1.1.y is fulfilled for all functionals if ^(T) == ^f or any t e T (such are the cases of right and left continuous processes and regular processes in the sence of [5] ). Condition 1.1.8 is satisfied if A(B) < oo a.s. for any closed interval B c T: in this case the well-measurability of A{(} follows immediately from the relations
A{(} = A(s, (] -A(5, () = A[(, u) -A((, u)
for all s < t < u e T (a.s.). (Some finiteness conditions [ 2 ) For any a-algebra SF on 0, ^ means the minimal o-algebra which containŝ and all the sets of measure 0.
were used in all the papers devoted to the additive functionals. The above-mentioned one is perhaps the mildest of them.) We describe all the normal additive functionals of a Markov process {x^ P) under the following assumptions :
1.1.A. The state space E( at each time t is a Borel measurable space (i.e. is isomorphic to a Borel subset of a Polish space).
1.1.B. The sample space 0. coincides with the set of all the paths <x)(^) e E(.
1.1.C.
The two-dimensional probability distributions m^r)=p{(^,^)er} of {Xt, P) are absolutely continuous with respect to the product of the corresponding one-dimensional distributions m,(B)=P(^eB) ( 3 ).
The process Xf is involved in the definition of an additive functional only through the o-algebras ^'(1).
Let (^Q, ^r, P) be a probability space and let a cr-algebrâ (1) c ^ be associated with any open interval I c T in such a way that:
1.2.A. ^-(Ii) c JF(LO if I, c I,.
1.2.B. If \ \ I, then ^(I) is generated by o-algebraŝ (IJ. 1.2.C. Let \ \ I. Let P^ be a probability measure on (IJ and P,(C) = P,-i(C) for C e ^"(I,-i). Then there exists a measure P^ on ^(1) which coincides with Pô n ^(IJ, n=i, 2, ...
According to [7] , [8] we say that (^'(I), P) is a stochastic system in the space (Q, ^r).
Define ^(G) for any open set G c T as the minimal a-algebra which contains ^(1) for all the intervals I c G. According to n° 1.1, for an arbitrary B e BT, denote bŷ (B) the intersection of ^'(G) for all open G 3 B. In
This result was announced in [6] however condition 1.1 S was omitted (Counterexamples show that, without 1.1, o, Theorem 1.1 is not true.) / this paper we consider only stochastic systems satisfying the following additional condition :
1.2.D. ^(1) is equal to the minimal cr-algebra which contains ^{t} for all ( e I.
We suppose that the c-algebra ^ is complete for the measure P.
Under conditions 1.1.A and 1.1.B, cr-algebras ^(1) satisfy the requirements 1.2.A-1.2.D. Hence the problem of n° 1.1 is a special case of the general problem : to describe all the normal additive functionals of a stochastic system (^(1), P).
To extend condition 1.1.C, we need the following definitions. A random process x^ taking values in Borel spaces E( is called a Markov representation of the stochastic system (^'(1), P) if Xt is measurable relative to J^(I) for (el and, for any ( e T, ^e j^, T] e ^>, ( 4 ),
The representation x^ is called absolutely continuous if its two-dimensional distributions are absolutely continuous with respect to the products of the corresponding one-dimensional distributions.
All the normal additive functionals of the stochastic system [Xt, P) will be described under the only condition that it has an absolutely continuous Markov representation.
1.3.
The advantages of the new statement of the problem are the following: beeng not bound with a specific Markov representation we have the freedom to choose it in the best possible way.
It is proved in [7] , [8] that, if a stochastic system has an absolutely continuous Markov representation, then there exist a Markov representation x^ and probability measures P( a. on ^'x and P 2 " 0 on ^' ^ with the following properties :
1.3.A. For S e .^, T) e ^x, PN ^) = P,.^, P(S| ^) = P^ (a.s.).
( 4 ) For a function ^, the symbol ^ e 3^ means that $ is non-negative and -measurable. By PS we mean the mathematical expectation of ^ i.e. the integral of S with respect to P. Then for almost all o the function Ai((, ^) is right continuous in ( and has left-hand limits; the function h^{t, x^) is left continuous and has right-hand limits. We call P^ transition and P^ cotransition probabilities. Additive functionals of (^'(I),P) will be described by means of x, ( 5 ).
1.4.
Functions ^(co) and -^(co) are called indistinguishable \i P(^= -^It for all ^) = 1. We call evanescent the functions which are indistinguishable from 0 and the sets which have the evanescent indicators. Set
TxQ=^T X ^(T)
and denote by ^TxQ the minimal o-algebra which contains <^TxQ and all the evanescent sets.
Let € be the union of E( for all t e T and let ^g be cr-algebra on T X 0. generated by all the functions (1.2). If F e ^g, then {{t, co) : ^(<o) e F} e ^XQ and the expression
has meaning ( 6 ). It evaluates the mathematical expectation of time when ^ belongs to F if the time is measured by A. 
1.5.
The following fundamental identity plays the central role for the demonstration of Theorem 1.1 :
is a ^rxQ-measurable function such that, for any t, ^ is measurable relative to ^' ^ (the functions with these properties will be called solid); and n is an operator which associates a class of equivalent measurable functions on ^ with every solid function S. (Two functions /i, fô n ^ are called equivalent if /i = /g outside an inaccessible set.)
Solid functions are investigated in section 2. In particular, all the values A(B) of a normal additive functional A are proved to be solid functions. The projection n is defined in section 3. In section 4 we prove that all the spectral measures are c-finite ( 7 ). Relying on this fact, we prove the fundamental identity (1.4) in section 5.
Let 9 be a solid function independent of ( and let B e ^r-Formula (1.4) implies that (1.5) P9A(B)-J^<p( 7 ) For the first time, the cr-fmiteness of [JL was proved (in a different way)
by Sur [15] under the additional condition : A(s, t) < oo a.s. for any
Here <^(B) is the union of <^ over all (eB. It is easily seen from (1.5) that every normal additive functional is uniquely determined by its spectral measure. Further we see that A(B) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative d<S>^fdP where <3>B(?) is the expression on the right side of (1.5). This observation suggests a way to construct A starting from (JL : first, calculate the measure Op and then consider its derivative with respect to P. This is done in section 6 ( 8 ). With the help of (1.4), it is easy to prove that the functional A is continuous if pi vanishes on all the scanty sets. It is sufficient to remark that, for ^ = A{(}, the left side of (1.4) is equal to P ^ A{(} To prove that the spectral measures are d-finite, we use in section 4 the following assertion: every scanty set is a countable union of subsets such that, for each of them, the number of hits by ^ has the finite mathematical expectation. This assertion is rather close to a theorem of Dellacherie ([2], Theorem 5) but direct reference is not valid because our situation is different. We prove the above-mentioned fact in the Appendix at the end of the paper.
1.6.
To simplify notations, we shall assume that T=(a, ?)==(-a), + oo).
Let (tl, j^, P) be a probability space. A family jy^ e T) of sub-G-algebras of ^ will be called a right filtration of (f2, ^, P) if M^ c Mt for s < t. A function T(o) taking values in (-co, + °°] is called a Markov (or stopping) time relative to ^ if {r < t} e ^ for every finite (. Set C e M^ if C n {r ^ (} e ^ for every finite t. A o-algebra of well-measurable sets is associated with any right filtration M^ This is the o-algebra on T X Q generated by all the evanescent functions and by all the right continuous functions S(((o) with the property : for every t S( is measurable with respect to M\,
The family ^ == ^^ is an example of right filtration.
A similar idea was used by Metivier [12] to construct a natural increasing process from a stochastic measure with the bounded variation. A discussion with Professor Metivier was very fruitful and stimulating for the author. The definition of well-measurability given in n° 1.1 for this case is equivalent to present one.
The definitions of a left filtration M^ and associated Markov times and well-measurable functions are similar.
Right and left filtration, transition and cotransition probabilities are examples of dual notions which can be obtained from each other by time reversing. To each statement there corresponds an obvious dual version. We formulate one of them and use asterisks for references to the dual statement.
Solid functions.
2.1. According to n° 1.5, a function S((to) is called solid if it is ^TxQ-measurable and if, for any (, ^ ls ^^r^asu-rable. Obviously the finite sum and product and the limit of a sequence of solid functions are also solid. Every Borel function on T is solid. Now we want to establish the solidity of some other important functions.
2.1.A. The function ^(co) is solid. All the values a^(<»>) are also solid functions (independent of t).
Indeed, functions h^ defined by (1.2) generate the measurable structure on S and their restrictions to E,. generate the measurable structure on E^ (the last assertion follows from l.l.A and 1.3.C; cf. [5] , n° 2.1). Therefore all we need is to prove the solidity of /i,((, ^) and h^r^ x^). It can be easily deduced from 1.3.D.
2.1.B. Let A be a normal additive functional. Then the function A{t} and all the functions A(B)((B e ^-r) are solid. By 1.1.P and 1.1.8 all the functions are ^r x Q measurable. By l.l.y A{Q e ^^, and by l.l.jB A(B) e ^ for ( e B.
Consider the family of functions
here s < u and 9 e ^'<" ^ e ^>^ are bounded. Evidently functions (2.1) are solid. We prove that together with the evanescent functions they generate the class of all the solid functions. The left side is ^-measurable and the right side is equal to S( tor t ^ r. First, we prove that ^it=r belongs to Jf for every (pe^^. According to 1.2.D, the cr-algebra ^^r ls generated by functions 9 = 9i9g where r^ < r < r^ and 9^ e ^'<r<? ?2 e ^<r, are bounded. But yi92l(=r = lim 9il^<«^92 r^r r^r and the right side is, evidently, ^-measurable. Now let ^ be an arbitrary non-negative solid function. There exists an ^rxQ-measurable function S which is indistinguishable from ^. Consider an ^-measurable function T] and a countable set A described in Lemma 2.1. We have
The first term is ^-measura.ble and hence belongs to J^. The second term belongs to ^f because Sr e ^^r-Thus S e ^ and ^ e ^f. 
where f is a measurable function on ^'. In particular^ if (3.5) ^(co) = 9(^)l,<«u^(^)(5 < u', 9 e ^-<,, ^ e â re bounded), then f can be expressed by formula 
.7) S = f(t, x,)
where f = TT^.
LEMMA 3.2. -Let ^ &6 5o^d and independant of t and let ^ = P(^| ^(B)) where B = [5, i&] is a closed internal. Then 11^ = II ^/ OTZ B. Outside an inaccessible sety ^ and TT^' coincide on <^(B).
Proof. -Using 1.2.D and 1.3.A, it is easy to prove that = P(^| ^) where ^ = P(^| ^). This theorem will be proved in the Appendix. Proof. -The necessity is obvious. We have seen in n° 4.1 that A{(} == f(t, Xt) with a scanty set {f ^ 0}. By (5.1) P J*A{QA {dt) = f^ fd^.
The right side is equal to 0 if pi charges no scanty set. The left side is equal to P ^ A{^} 2 . Hence A{^}==0 for all ( a.s.
6. Construction of an additive functional from a measure.
6.1. We show that any <r-finite measure (A charging no inaccessible set is a spectral measure of a normal additive It remains only to check that the spectral measure of A is equal to p.. We prove that (6.7) P f^A.{du)= f^d,^,
or any solid S ^ 0. By Theorem 2.1, it is sufficient to check (6.7) for functions (2.1). For them, the left side of (6.7) is equal to P<pA(5, t)^>. On the other hand, n^ = is<t<u^:{ ( ?^) hence the right side of (6.7) is equal to L ^ 71(9^) rfpi, and (6.7) follows from (6.6). Applying (6.7) to ^ == lr(^u), we obtain (1.3).
Appendix. Structure of scanty sets.
1. Our aim is to represent every scanty set as a. countable union of subsets with the property : the expected number of times when x^ belongs to the subset is finite.
The sets which admit such a representation will be called admissible. After necessary preliminaries, the formulated statement will be proved in n° 5. for s < t, It follows from here that qy is an excessive function and that qy{t^ Xf) is right continuous a.s. (see [5] , Theorem 5.1).
A point x e E( is called regular for F if
Pt,A^rW=t}=l.
This is equivalent to the condition <?r(^ x ) = ex ? (-t), Therefore the set of all regular points is measurable. We shall denote by P the set of all the points x e F which are not regular for F. 
for all C e ^, then ^ == vg. Consider for every rational u and every C e ^ a pair of functions h^ h^ defined by (1.2) with ^ = T] == lc(^u)-Denote the set of all these functions by ^f. Associate with every x e € the collection h(x) of values of all functions belonging to ^f at the point x.
We can interpret h as measurable mapping of € into the Cartesian product 3C of a countable number of closed unit intervals. It is easily seen from 1.3.B and 1.3.C that h{x) + h{y) for x ^ y.
Therefore h determines an isomorphic imbedding of € into 3C (cf. [5] , section 2). By 3-D, the sets Q^ are admissible. So is their union Q. Clearly, Q satisfies (3).
5. We are able now to prove the statement formulated at the beginning of the Appendix.
Let r be a scanty set and let T^ be the Markov times defined in Lemma 2. Put
v(C) = P S ll^lc(^).
n It is easily seen that v(C) attains its maximum over a.ll the admissible sets C on a set FQ c r. Put I\ = r\Fo. It is obvious that, for every admissible C, v(CnI\)==0, hence C n I\ is inaccessible. Applying this remark to the set Q of n° 4, we see that ((: ^ e I\, x^ ^ ^-) is a.s. empty. From here (t: x^ e I\) = {t: x^ = x^ = x^-e I\) a.s. To achieve our end, it is sufficient to demonstrate that the last set is empty a.s. This will be proved if we show that, for any closed K c FI, A(co) = [t: Xf == Xt+ = Xt-e K) = ^ a.s.
First, we show that the closure of A(co) is a.s. at most countable. If (e A(co) is a limit point of A(co), then there exists a sequence ^ e A(co) such that either t^\ t or (" \ t. Hence Xt+ e K or x^-e K and, by 3.B, x^ + x^-if co e £io. Therefore, except on an co-set of measure 0, all limit points of A(<o) belong either to A(<o) or to the countable set But the set A((o) is at most countable a.s. because K c r and r is scanty.
By (3.7), Lemma 3.1 and 3.B, there exists a set C e ^g such that (4) A(co) = {t: ^(co) eC) a.s.
This relation remains valid for C n K. Thus we can assume that C c K. According to Lemma 1, the set C is admissible.
Since C c C c I\, the set C is inaccessible. By Lemma 3, C is inaccessible too, and (4) implies that A((o) is empty a.s.
